Top 5 Reasons We’re the Best Blu-ray Entertainment Server in the World
1. Mozaex does not require a disc changer to watch Blu-ray movies
Mozaex does not require a disc changer and is 100% legal since it does not include any unlicensed decrypting tools.
Selling a PC or media server without an unlicensed decryption tool is 100% legal. As it is with over one hundred million PCs sold every year, it’s the
user’s responsibility to obey copyright laws if they purchase and use unlicensed decryption software on their PC or media server. Legal experts agree
that there has not been a ruling on buying and using an unlicensed decryption tool to backup media you own for your own private use and that it is
only illegal to make, sell or provide a decryption tool. Mozaex is a general purpose media server that can load and play many types of media without a
decryption tool. For those with concerns we offer an optional Cache 100 disc changer that only plays loaded movies when the physical disc is present.

2. Mozaex plays ALL of today’s Blu-ray 2D AND tomorrow’s Blu-ray 3D movies
We invented the Blu-ray server 4 years ago and have sold more disc-changer-free Blu-ray 2D and Blu-ray 3D servers than anyone else.
Your clients want to buy a server that is future-safe. Mozaex is the ONLY 3D Ready Server so your client’s 3D theater investment will be future safe.
3D movie popularity is growing. Offer the absolute best 3D quality at no additional cost! 3D movies accounted for 25% of all 2010 theater sales with
only 5% of all movies released! With Mozaex Blu-ray 3D your clients can now watch their favorite 3D movie even after it has left the public theater!

3. Mozaex has expandable Solo Blu-ray 3D 12TB and affordable $1,995 ShowStar systems
No one offers the wide variety of affordable models that we offer including our award winning all-in-one Solo. Only the Solo 2 3D supports
Blu-ray 3D and is expandable up to 12TBs! The Solo’s closest “all-in-one” competition is an antiquated DVD-ONLY, 2TB maximum - mini system.



ShowStar - is the world’s first $1,995 all-in-one Blu-ray Server and Player. Now everyone can afford a Media Server!



Solo 2 3D - offers the following advantages compared to competitive Blu-ray 2D-only disc-changer systems:
HIGHER PROFITS AND SAVINGS OF OVER $20K. Close more deals with lower retail prices and improve your bottom line with greater profits.
GREATER RELIABILITY AND CONVENIENCE. Mozaex does not require plastic, unreliable, slow, complicated and cumbersome disc-changers,
TAKES LESS SPACE, ENERGY AND HEAT. Mozaex’s Solo 2 3D 12TB all-in-one design requires less than HALF the Rack space, heat and energy.

4. Mozaex plays iTunes Movies/Music, photo slide shows plus online media
ONLY Mozaex plays iTunes music and movies stored on networked iTunes PC/Macs; photo slide shows plus NetFlix®, VUDU®,
Pandora®, Picasa®, and over 200 other online media channels! Mozaex is the only server to play all four types of movies namely:
1.) Discs Blu-ray/DVD

2.) Disc Loaded Blu-ray/DVD

3.) Downloaded iTunes

®

®

®

4.) Streamed NetFlix and VUDU

5. Mozaex is more reliable and maintainable
Our 1.4% annual failure rate is less than half of other companies reported failure rates who have also issued mass product recalls. We require less
components and we don’t require the use of failure prone mechanical disc-changers. Our RAID 6 offers twice the protection of other RAIDs. Finally,
ONLY Mozaex offers a FULL SYSTEM online remote access utility called SurePlay™ that reduces or eliminates failures and repeat on-site maintenance.

Notices: Pricing shown is MSRP USD for USA/Canada only. International pricing may vary. All specifications and pricing cited are subject to change including competitive specifications which
may have in part been obtained from the respective company’s web site. While Mozaex is shipped with licensed decryption software that is used to play back optical DVD and Blu-ray discs, it
may not be able to load or play some or all DVD and Blu-ray movies. Mozaex does not ship, offer or induce the use of any unlicensed decrypting software on Mozaex products. Statements made
above should not be considered legal advice or reflect the legal position of Mozaex LLC. Some or all online media services may not be available in your area and may have applicable
subscriptions fees. Trademarks are the property of the respective holders. Date: 8-23-11. Mozaex© 2011 All rights reserved.

